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Abstract. A catenary-battery-ultracapacitor powered hybrid modern tramway is studied. The fuzzy
logic controller for the catenary zone and catenary-less zone is respectively designed by analyzing the
structure and operation mode of the hybrid system, then an energy management strategy based on
double fuzzy logic control is proposed to enhance the fuel economy. The hybrid modern tramway
simulation system is developed based on MATLAB/Simulink environment, and operation of a
researching hybrid modern tramway on a planned railway line is simulated to verify the performance of
the hybrid modern tramway. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed control strategy
can satisfy the demand for train dynamic performance and achieve the power distribution reasonably
between the power source. Compared with the rule-based control strategy, the energy consumption of
catenary traction is reduced by 12.3% and the energy recovery rate is increased by 9.3%.
Keywords: Hybrid electric, tramway, energy management, double fuzzy logic control

1

Introduction

In recent years, environmental pollution and excessive use of energy have driven the revolution of vehicle
power system worldwide. With the popularization of sustainable development, environment protection
and energy conservation, the hybrid electric car came into being a research hotspot. Hybrid electric
streetcar can effectively save the construction cost of urban rail transit, optimize the structure of urban
public transport, reduce the damage to urban streets, and achieve more efficient and convenient urban rail
transit. [1-2,7].
In the past few years, Energy Storage System (ESS), which is composed of power batteries with high
specific Energy and supercapacitors with high specific power, has been extensively studied and applied
[1-7]. Multi-energy increases the power capacity of trains, meanwhile, increases the complexity of system
operation mode and control. To achieve the switching of various working modes, improve the overall
efficiency of the power supply system, and achieve the overall optimal performance of the train, reasonable
energy management strategies should be adopted [1,6,7]. More and more researchers devote themselves to
the study of energy management strategy and micro-grid of hybrid electric vehicles[6,12,14]. In recent
years, scholars at home and abroad have also carried out relevant research and Application on the energy
management strategy of hybrid orbital vehicles [1, 7-13]. The main purpose of energy management
strategy of hybrid electric tram system is to regulate the power distribution between fuel cells and energy
storage elements in the system. There are two types of energy management strategy, rule-based and
optimum-based. The former makes rules according to the experience of developers, and the latter
optimizes the system according to its physical characteristics. Literature [1] proposes an energy
management method based on dynamic factor strategy by reducing the output energy conversion process
of fuel cells. Literature [2], the fuzzy logic is applied to the main control block of the vehicle, and a pair of
membership functions are used to assist the power flow controller to select the appropriate power
distribution of the hybrid power transmission system in real time according to the existing resources.
Literature [7] proposes a switching energy management strategy based on deterministic rules for
grid/power battery/ultracapacitor hybrid trains. Literature [8-9] applied the methods of minimum
equivalent fuel consumption, fuzzy control and predictive control respectively to optimize the energy
management strategy of fuel cell hybrid tram. Literature [10] combines wavelet analysis method with
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fuzzy con
ntrol to optim
mize the enerrgy managem
ment strategy of fuel cell hybrid electricc tram. Litera
ature [13]
proposess an energy managementt strategy baased on PMP
P Energy Management SStrategy and
d Braking
Speed Optimization Strategy.
S
y managemen
nt system has the charactteristics of no
onlinear, timee-varying, andd has many input
i
and
Energy
output sstructure. Meanwhile, the fuzzy conttrol does nott depend on the precise mathematica
al model,
furtherm
more, with reegard to the control for n
nonlinear and
d complex ob
bject the fuzzzy control shows
s
the
advantagges of good robustness and high controol performance, as a resullt, the fuzzy ccontrol can be
b used in
the enerrgy managem
ment system
m, realizing tthe power allocation
a
beetween poweer sources [2
2, 12-13].
Considerring the requirements of reducing the w
working cond
ditions of high
h current disc
scharge mode of power
battery, restraining the fluctuation of power grrid and reduccing traction energy consuumption of po
ower grid,
pose a doublee fuzzy logicc control (D FLC) energy
y management strategy bbased on en
ngineering
we prop
experience. The main
n idea of this strategy
s
is too design threee input singles in no-grid aarea. The output fuzzy
d with three in
nputs and tw
wo outputs in the network interval. Subbsequently, in
n order to
controlleer is designed
verify th
he effectivenesss of the energy managem
ment strategy, a hybrid elecctric tram sim
mulation system based
on backw
ward simulattion and forw
ward simulatiion is develop
ped, and the simulation aanalysis is ca
arried out
using thee data provid
ded by the trram manufactturer.

2

Sysstem Stru
ucture and
d Workin
ng Mode

2.1

Sy
ystem Struccture

The pow
wer system sttructure of th
he hybrid eleectric tram studied in thiis paper is shhown in figurre 1. The
power sy
ystem is main
nly composed
d of pantograaph, power battery
b
pack,, super batteery pack, bidirectional
dc-dc DC
C converter, traction mottor, dc-ac traaction inverteer and auxiliary converterr. Trains aree powered
by a pan
ntograph con
nnected to a power grid. The power battery pack
k and the ulttracapacitor pack are
connecteed to the DC
C bus throug
gh a bi-directtional dc-dc converter to provide eneergy for the train
t
and
recover b
braking energgy.

Figure 1.. Hybrid systeem diagram

2.2

Sy
ystem Work
king Mode

Tradition
nal trams usee overhead ca
atenary or th e third rail as the power source,
s
while the energy of
o parking
braking is dissipated through the
t
form of resistance braking
b
and mechanicall braking. When
W
the
mounted enerrgy storage hy
ybrid electricc tram runs without
w
network within thhe interval, th
he energy
vehicle-m
stored by
y ESS provid
des traction energy
e
for th
he train. On the
t contrary, when the trrain is runnin
ng with a
network,, the power grrid provides traction
t
energgy for the tra
ain while charrging the ESSS. ESS recycles a large
amount oof regenerativ
ve braking en
nergy under b
braking condiitions. The op
perating modde of the power system
of hybrid
d electric tram
m is more com
mplex and ch
hangeable tha
an that of tra
aditional tram
m. For the con
nvenience
of analyssis, Pbus, d is defined, and is the requirred power of working cond
dition at the dc bus end. Pcat is the
power ooutput of th
he power grid; Pbatt and Puc are thee input/outp
put power off power battery and
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ultracapacitor respectively (positive value means discharge state, negative value means charging state); ηdd
represents the efficiency of a dc-dc converter.
2.2.1

Interval operation mode without power grid

In areas without power grids, the power source of the train is ESS, and its working mode is as follows:
1) Low-power traction working mode. In this mode, the demand power of the working condition is low,
with the power battery drives the train separately as the main power source, then the power balance
relation in this mode is
Pbus,d  Pbattdd

(1)
 Pcat  0

Puc  0

2) High-power traction operation mode. In this mode, the demand power of the working condition is high,
with the power battery and the supercapacitor driving the train simultaneously, then the power balance
relation in this mode is
Pbus,d  (Pbatt  Puc )dd
(2)

Pcat  0

3) Low power regenerative braking mode. In the braking condition, the charging of the ultracapacitor is
given priority, that is, the charged state (SOE) of the ultracapacitor is given priority to ensure that the
peak power is provided in the next high-power traction area. In the working mode, the braking power
recovered by the ultracapacitor alone is defined as the working mode of low-power regenerative braking,
and the power balance relation in this mode is
Pbus,ddd  Puc

(3)
 Pcat  0
 P 0
batt

4) High power regenerative braking working mode. In this working mode, regenerative braking power is
strong, and both the ultracapacitor and the power battery are charged to recover energy. The power
balance relation under this mode is
Pbus,ddd  Pbatt  Puc
(4)

Pcat  0

2.2.2

Grid operation mode

The grid, power batteries and ultracapacitors all provide traction energy for the train within the grid
range, and the mode of operation is as follows:
1) Single-grid traction working mode. In this mode, the SOC and SOE of the power battery are relatively
high, and there is no need for charging. The power required for traction of the train is provided by the
power grid. The power balance relation under this mode is
Pbus,d  Pcat

(5)
 Pbatt  0
 P 0
 uc
2) "Grid traction +ESS charging" working mode. In this mode, the SOC or SOE of the power cell is lower
than the set threshold, and the power grid can provide the traction power required while charging the ESS
that needs to be charged. The power balance relation under this mode is
Pbatt  Puc
Pcat  Pbus,d 
(6)

dd

3) Regenerative braking working mode. The working mode of regenerative braking with mesh interval is
the same as that without mesh interval, which is also divided into low-power regenerative braking mode
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and high-power regenerative braking mode. The power balance relationship is shown in formula (3) and
formula (4) respectively.

3

Energy Management Strategy

The dual fuzzy controller (DFLC) as shown in figure 2 was designed based on the above analysis. During
braking, braking energy is recovered by the energy storage equipment of the system. To reduce the
fluctuation of the power grid, the power grid does not provide energy during braking, that is, the power
distribution principle of the grid interval when braking is the same as that of the non-grid interval. The
fuzzy controller is defined as "fuzzy controller 1 (FLC1)" if the required power is less than 0 in the netless
interval and the netted interval. The fuzzy controller with network interval and demand power not less
than 0 is "fuzzy controller 2 (FLC2)". The two controllers switch control according to whether there is a
power grid. The output of FLC1 is the required output power of power battery Pbatt,d, the required output
power of ultracapacitor Puc,d is calculated by different value. The output of FLC2 is the required output
power of power battery Pbatt,d and the output power of ultracapacitor Puc,d. The actual input and
output of the fuzzy controller are solved by a linear transformation, and the Mamdani reasoning method is
used for the inference of fuzzy relations. After fuzzy reasoning, the weighted average method (area
barycenter method) is used for the clear calculation [11].

Figure 2. Hybrid power system architecture diagram.

3.1

FLC1 Design

Set Pbus,d the fuzzy domain of d is [-1,1], SOC is [0,1], SOE is [0,1], Pbatt,d is [-1,1]. The fuzzy subset of Pbus,d
is divided into {HB, MB, LB, M, LT, MT, HT}, the fuzzy subset of SOC is divided into {L, M, H}, the
fuzzy subset of SOE is divided into {L, M, H}, the fuzzy subset of Pbatt,d is divided into {HC, LC, M, LD,
HD}. References [1,13], and combined with engineering experience, the membership function was
designed. In order to avoid over-charging and over-discharge of power batteries and supercapacitors, the
range of the fuzzy subset M of SOC is defined as [0.4,0.88], and the range of the fuzzy subset M of SOE is
[0.6,0.98]. In application, considering that the charging current of power battery is small, the range of
fuzzy subset M of Pbatt,d is [-1,1]. Figure 3 shows the membership function curves of input and output
variables.
Based on the practical engineering experience, referring to the analysis of the references [1,8,11], and
taking the structure of the hybrid system and working mode in this paper into consideration , The design
of FLC1 fuzzy control rules follows the following principles: 1) avoid ESS large current charge and
discharge conditions, namely, reducing power battery or super capacitor separate work mode, increase the
working mode of collaborative supply both moment; 2) in the braking condition, if both SOC and SOE are
small, that is, both are within the range of fuzzy subset L and M, charging the ultracapacitor is given
priority; 3) in the braking condition, when the braking power is low, the SOC is low and the SOE is high,
the power battery shall be charged first.
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Figure 3. Membership functions of input and output variables for No.1 FLC.

According to the above analysis, the rules of FLC1 fuzzy inference are shown in table 1. The form of
fuzzy inference is: "If Pbus,d is Ai and SOC is Bi and SOE is Ci, then Pbatt,d is Di, Puc,d is Ei".
Table 1. The fuzzy reasoning rules for No.1 FLC.
SOE=L
SOC

L
M
H
SOE=M

SOC

L
M
H
SOE=H

SOC

3.2

L
M
H

H
H
H
L

M
H
L
L

H
H
H
L

M
H
L
L

H
H
H
L

M
H
H
L

Pbus,d
M
M
M
M
Pbus,d
L
M
M M
M M
M M
Pbus,d
L
M
L
M
L
M
M
L
L
L
M
M

L
L
L
L

M
L
H
H

H
L
H
H

L
M
L
L

M
L
L
H

H
L
H
H

L
M
L
L

M
M
L
L

H
M
L
H

FLC2 Design

Since in FLC2 , only the power distribution under the condition required power not less than 0 is
processed, the fuzzy domain scope of Pbus is [0,1], and the fuzzy subset is divided into {LT, MT, HT}. The
fuzzy subsets of the input variables SOC and SOE are the same as those of FLC1. In the grid area, to
precisely control the input and output of the supercapacitor, FLC2 increases the output variable, and its
with fuzzy domain scope [-1,1], and the fuzzy subset is divided into {HC, LC, M, LD, HD}. The
membership function of SOC and SOE in FLC2 is the same as that of FLC1, as shown in figure 3. The
membership function design of input variables is shown in figure 4(a), and the membership function of the
added output variables is shown in figure 4(b).
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Figure 4. Membership functions of input and output variables for No.2 FLC
Table 2. The fuzzy reasoning rules of Pbatt,d for No.2 FLC
SOE=L
SOC

L
M
H

LT
H
H
L

L
M
H

LT
H
H
L

L
M
H

LT
H
H
L

SOE=M
SOC

SOE=H
SOC

Pbus,d
MT
HC
HC
LC
Pbus,d
MT
HC
HC
LC
Pbus,d
MT
HC
LC
LC

H
L
M
M
H
M
M
M
H
M
M
M

Table 3. The fuzzy reasoning rules of Puc,d for No.2 FLC
SOE=L
SOC

L
M
H

LT
H
H
H

L
M
H

LT
L
L
L

L
M
H

LT
M
M
M

SOE=M
SOC

SOE=H
SOC

Pbus,d
MT
LC
LC
LC
Pbus,d
MT
LC
LC
LC
Pbus,d
MT
M
M
M

H
M
M
M
H
M
M
M
H
L
L
L

Based on actual engineering experience and the analysis in the literature[1,8,13 ], taking the structure of
the hybrid system and working mode into consideration, The design of FLC1 fuzzy control rules follows
the following principles: 1) when the train at high demand, high power and SOC or SOE, power battery or
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super caapacitor disch
harge with grrid power sup
pply, the areea has a smalll net at one in the hybriid system
increase a work modee, in order to reduce the peeak current of
o grid side; 2) when the trrain needs hig
gh power,
harging the poower battery or the ultraccapacitor with
h high curren
nt; 3) under bbraking conditions, the
avoid ch
n charge thee power battery or the su
upercapacitor through the dc bus.
power grrid within thee grid does not
Accord
ding to the above
a
analysiss, the FLC2 ffuzzy inferen
nce rules are shown
s
in tablle 2 and table 3, table
2 is Pbatt,d's fuzzy infeerence rules, table 3 is Pucc,d's fuzzy infeerence rules. The fuzzy innference form
m of FLC2
is: "If Puuc,d for Ai and
d SOC for Bi and SOE forr Ci, then Pbaatt,d for Di, Puc,d
for
Ei".
u

4

Sim
mulation Calculatio
C
on

ADVISO
OR software adopts the hybrid
h
powerr system mod
deling metho
od of "backwaard simulatio
on as the
main meethod, and forward simula
ation as the aauxiliary method" [15], wh
hich has highh simulation speed
s
and
accuracy
y. Based on this modeling method, thiss paper estab
blished the simulation sysstem of hybriid electric
tram in MATLAB/S
Simulink env
vironment [1 6], and show
wed the top block diagraam of the siimulation
direction of backward
b
sim
mulation, thatt is, starting from the
system ffigure 5. In figure 5, accorrding to the d
reverse oof energy flow
w, there are working con
ndition modell, train modeel, wheel/axlee model, tran
nsmission
system m
model, motor model, electrrical load moodel, dc bus model,
m
energy
y managemennt strategy, ESS
E model
and pow
wer grid modeel.

Figure
e 5. The simu
ulation system of hybrid tram
mway based on
n MATLAB/siimulink

4.1

Sim
mulation Parameters
P

To verify
y the feasibiliity of the eneergy managem
ment strategy
y proposed in this paper, tthe first 6 sections and
7 platforrms of a plan
nned line in China are taaken as the simulation lines for simuulation analyssis in the
hybrid electric tram simulation sy
ystem shown in figure 5.
main simulatiion parameters of the traiin are shown
n in table 4. The
T total lenngth of the siimulation
The m
section iis about 15.66km. The length of each p
platform is 64m
6
and the stopping tim
me is 30s. 32m
m, 805m,
1231m, 1796m, 22499m, 2948m, 3638m, 41100m, 5053m, 5515m, 6217
7m, 7014m, 77870,8966m, 10215m,
m, 14067m, 115226m, 1565
58m; The ma
aximum graddient is 14‰, and the
10970m, 11687m, 124424m, 13450m
m turning rad
dius is 35m; Set
S up a pow
wer grid inside the platform
m.
minimum
Table 4. Thhe main param
meters of train
Parameteer name
Train weiights/t
Gearbox drive
Inertial mass
m
Basic resiistance
Basic resiistance
Basic resiistance

Pa
arameter value
80
6.2
28
0.0
09
1.5
59
0.0
00921
0.0
00026

Parameter name
Maximum operating speeed
Maximum acceleration
Maximum deceleration
DC - DC efficiency/%
e
Motor ratin
ng
Quantity of
o motor

Parametter value
4
1
1
9
5
1

MAXW
WELL BCAP
P3000 P270 is selected as the system's super capaciitor monomerr, while a cerrtain type
of lithium
m ion battery
y with a rateed capacity oof 40Ah and a rated voltage of 3.2v is selected as the
t power
battery m
monomer, off which the capacity
c
is exxpanded into
o the super ca
apacitor grouup and poweer battery
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group as shown in table 5. The whole vehicle is equipped with three sets of power systems, and the main
parameters of each set of ESS are shown in table 5.
Table 5. The main parameters of ESS
Ultracapacitor group parameters
Rated voltage/V
48
Nominal capacity/F
49
Maximum discharge current/A 20
Maximum charging current 20
Discharge SOE cut-off value
30
Charging SOE cut-off value 10
Rated voltage/V
Discharge rate/C
Discharge SOE cut-off

5

Power battery
48
3
30

parameters
Nominal capacity/Ah
Charging ratio/C
Charging SOE cut-off

12
1
10

Results

Based on the simulation environment and vehicle configuration parameters, the dynamic performance and
economy of the train are simulated. To compare the advantages and disadvantages of the DFLC energy
management strategy proposed in this paper, it is compared and analyzed with the rule-based switching
energy management strategy (RBC) proposed in literature [7,16]. Simulation results are shown in figure 7,
figure 7, figure 8 and table 6. Among them, figure 7 is the train running speed curve based on the two
energy management strategies, figure 8 is the power output curve of each power source in the train
running, figure 8 is the ESS charge-state curve in the train running, and table 6 is the main comparative
simulation data of the two energy management strategies. Where, the energy recovery rate in table 6 is
defined as
E
recy  recy,tot 100%
(7)
E wh,br
where, Erecy,tot is the total energy recovered by energy storage equipment (kWh); Ewh,br is the total braking
energy (kWh) at the wheel end when braking.

Figure 6. Speed curves of tramway

It can be seen from figure 7 and figure 8 that the train speed based on the two energy management
strategies of DFLC and RBC can track the desired speed, both of which meet the requirements of the
train's dynamic performance. The power grid, power battery and ultracapacitor work together to meet the
power requirements of the working condition.
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Figure 7. Output power curves of hybrid system

Figure 8. The comparisons between energy management strategy based on DFLC and RBC
Table 6. The comparisons between energy management strategy based on DFLC and RBC
Content
Average train speed/(km/h)
Train running time/s
Power grid traction energy consumption/kWh
Power cell energy consumption/ kWh
Ultracapacitor energy consumption/ kWh
Power batteries recycle energy/ kWh
Ultracapacitors recover energy/ kWh
Final SOC value of power battery/%
Total traction energy consumption/ kWh
Energy recovery/%

RBC
35.73
2207
29.3
63.0
26.0
11.7
20.2
75.4
118.3
42.3

DFLC
35.68
2209
25.7
56.8
38.5
6.3
32.2
71.2
121.0
51.6

Compared with RBC-based energy management strategy, under DFLC-based energy management
strategy: the power grid will charge ESS when the power supply starts in the grid area and the power grid
stops or at the moment of low power traction. At the moment of high-power traction, the power output of
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energy storage equipment reduces the power output of the power grid. In the netless area, the time of the
ultracapacitor and the power battery work together is increased, which reduces the time that the power
battery works with a large current. At the same time, before the train braking, the SOE of the
ultracapacitor is lower and more regenerative braking energy is recovered. Therefore, the energy
management strategy based on DFLC proposed in this paper is effective.
It can be seen from figure 7~ figure 8 and table 6 that, compared with the energy management strategy
based on RBC, the energy management strategy based on DFLC can reduce the average running speed of
trains by about 0.05km/h, increase the running time by about 2s, and reduce the dynamic performance,
which it can be almost ignored in the actual operation. The power grid traction energy consumption
decreased by about 12.3%, the total amount of regenerative braking energy recovered by ESS increased by
about 20.4%, the energy recovery increased by about 9.3%, and the total energy consumption of traction
increased by about 2.3%. Therefore, more regenerative braking energy is recovered when the dynamic
performance decreases less, and the energy utilization efficiency is greatly improved.

6

Discussion

The results of calculation and simulation experiments show that energy management strategy based on
DFLC can keep the final values of SOC and supercapacitor SOE of power battery low. This is because the
DFLC energy management strategy reduces the high current charge in the case of high SOC/SOE in the
braking section or in the power grid range. As expected, the effectiveness and performance of the energy
management strategy based on DFLC were verified. Furthermore, under the cut-off condition, energy
management strategy based on DFLC enlarges the ESS workspace, especially supercapacitors. This
strategy suppresses the high power output of power batteries and power grids and reclaims more
regenerative braking energy.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, a class of hybrid vehicle energy storage type trolley power system structure, work mode is
analyzed, a network and mesh free interval fuzzy controller is respectively designed. Furthermore, this
paper proposes a power management strategy based on double fuzzy control, and based on the
MATLAB/Simulink simulation analysis was made on hybrid simulation system of tram. The results
indicate that the proposed EMS based on double fuzzy logic control can guarantee the reliable operation of
the hybrid system during the real drive cycle, and recycling more regenerative braking energy, which will
provide an importance guiding role for the design of energy management system for the hybrid tramway.
Acknowledgements. The project was funded by the Southwest Minzu University Graduate Innovative
Research Project (Master program CX2018sz97).
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